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Abstract
Largest magnetic anomalies in central Alboran Sea are related to ENE-WSW elongated bodies of basic igneous rocks located along the
Alboran Channel. Bouguer anomaly models show that minimum crustal thicknesses are reached in this area and along Ihe arched western
Alboran basin. Thèse two axes of crustal thinning were probably active during the Oligocène - Early Miocène. The western Alboran basin
axis is subparallel to the Gibraltar Arc and its origin may bc related to the origin of the arc. The ÈNE-WSW trending Alboran Channel
axis may represent the western end of the Algerian-Balcaric basin rift.
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Introduction ,?^
The Alboran Sea developed above the Internai Zones of Betics and

Rif. The thickest depositional séquences of the sea arc located al the
western Alboran Basin (1). and begin in Late Aquitanian (1). Deep
seismic refraction profiles (2, 3) indicate that Alboran Sea has a thin-
ned continental crust that thickens towards the Betics and Rif. The low
P and S spread velocities (3) and high régional heat flow (4), suggest
that an anomalous mantle exists below the sea (4). Gravimétrie studies
confirm this deep structure for the Alboran Sea (5, 6. 7).
Magnetometric studies. however, are scarce (8. 9. 10). The objective
Of this work is to détermine the geometry of the bodies responsible for
the largest gravimétrie and magnetic anomalies. Gravimétrie and
magnetic data hâve been compiled, reinterpreted, and 2D profile
models hâve been developed for thèse anomalies.

Magnetometry
The largest dipoles hâve N70°E elongation and are located in the cen-

tral Alboran Sea (Fig. 1 ). Another N45CE elongated anomaly oeeurs in the
NE Alboran Sea. where acid and intermediate volcanic rocks erop oui
nnshore. The most important isumetric anomalies coineide wilh peridolite
outerops, to the W of the sea.

\/y

Fig. 2. 2D magnetic models elongated in a N70°E trend. A, observed total field
magnetic profile (continuous line) and model profile (dashed Une); B, simplifiée!
geological cross-section. Dotted area: sédiments; dashed area: basement. Vertical
exaggeration 1:2; C: magnetic models; large numbers: anomalous bodies; small
numbers: équivalent magnetic susceptibilités (IS). Total field intensity: 43000 nT;
inclination: 5TN; declination: 5=W.

Fig. 1. Total field magnetic anomaly map of the Alboran Sea (nT). Based on the
marine magnetometric data (9 and 10) and aeromagnetic data (8 and 15). A: area
with complex local aeromagnetic anomalies; B: Gibraltar Strait area not included in
this study. ACH, Alboran Channel. DB, Djibouti Bank.

The 2D magnetic models (Fig. 2) cul the anomaly bands in the cen-
tral Alboran Sea and are located along seismic profiles (1. 10). Tops of
magnetic bodies coineide with the top of acouslic basement. Normal
polarity of dipoles suggests that rémanent magnetism oblique to indu-
ced one may be of very low intensity. In the models, we consider équi-
valent magnetic susceptibilités that include the effects of induced and
parallel rémanent magnelism. The models indicate that the main body
producing the intense magnetic anomalies in the central Alboran Sea
(polygon 5. profile Ml: polygons 5 and 7, profile M2) is more than W
km long, trends N70°E- N80°E and is probably located below the
Alboran Channel. Westward. another body. subparallel to the previous
onc. although displaced southward. is found.

Gravimetry
The most intense négative Bouguer anomaly approximately coin-

cides with the western Alboran basin and is concave (Fig. 3). A N70cE
elongated positive anomaly follows the Alboran Channel (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Bouguer Anomaly map of the Alboran Sea (mGal). Based on Casas and
Carbo (5). WAB, western Alboran basin.

Furthermore, there exist other isometric local maxima, as the located
in the Djibouti Bank. The 2D gravimétrie models along three profiles
(Figs. 3, 4) are based on the results of the deep seismic refraction pro-
files (2. 3, 11), seismic reflection and borehole data ( 12).

Discussion and conclusions
The positive Bouguer anomaly along the Alboran Channel (profile

Gl , Fig.4) may hâve originated by the crustal thinning mainly in the
deep and intermediate zones of the crust. The N70°E trend of the ano-
maly indicates that the thinning is oblique to the present-day bounda-
ries of this sea, and extends toward the Algerian-Balcaric basin. fioo-
red by occanic crust (8). The crustal thickness variation is more gra-
duai towards Africa than towards Spain, where the Moho may dip
more than 60°N (6). The most intense magnetic anomalies of the
Alboran Sea also are located along this gravimétrie maximum (Figs. 1
and 3). and arc probably related 10 bodies of basic igneous rocks.
Thèse data suggest that in the Alboran Channel there exists an asym-
metrical axis of crustal thinning. where basic igneous rocks are intru-
ded. Radiometric âges of basic volcanic rocks of Alboran Island are
comprised between 25 and 18 m.y. (13).
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